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1 Introduction

When human capital externalities are ignored, the return on individual human capital
stock is fully reflected in individual private wages. However the existence of externalities
makes the social returns on the human capital to exceed the private ones.
For long human capital externalities have been a research topic in economics. Lucas
(1988) already stated that the size of human capital externalities can be large enough to
explain wage differentials. Many other contributions are found in the literature. Ciccone
and Peri (2006) split the labour force into different types and present an identification
strategy to isolate the size of human capital externalities. Their empirical assessment
uses data from US cities, finding no statistical impact of average schooling externalities.
Also using data on US cities, Moretti (2004) exploits the possibility that plants located
in cities with higher concentration of human capital are more productive. Further he
compares the effects across different sectors (hig tech and low tech). The author observes
the existence of human capital externalities, but their positive impact on productivity
ends up to be cancelled by the increase in labour costs. Also using data at the city level,
Rosenthal and Strange (2008) found strong effects from human capital agglomeration,
concluding that proximity to areas with high concentration of skilled workers has a
significant impact on wages.
Thus, we observe no consensus on the existence of such externalities. Iranzo and Peri
(2009) try to reconcile these results, developing a theoretical model with an empirical
application which shows no effect from concentration of high school graduates and a
positive effect from the agglomeration of college graduates.
All this literature is focused on the existence and size of human capital externalities, not
addressing the source of these same externalities. The goal of this paper is to revisit the
Acemoglu and Angrist (2000) hypothesis and try to disentangle the drivers behind these
externalities. We propose a methodology to decompose what component of the human
capital externalities is due to: 1. Non pecuniary externalities - The kind of spillovers
which arise due to exchange of ideas, transmission of knowledge, imitation or learning by
doing; 2. Pecuniary externalities - The impact of skills concentration in the productivity
of physical capital.Namely the firms just engage in certain investments when they have
the enough supply of skills.
Then, we measure the human capital concentration at the county level, and assess how it
impacts ate the firm level, particularity addressing how it impacts not just the workers’
productivity, but also the physical capital structure of the firm.
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2 Theoretical framework

2.1 A dynamic Model with Externalities

To assess how to measure the size and source of Human Capital externalities we exploit
the approach proposed by y Ciconne and Peri (2006). This methodology allows to
distinguish between what are the expected market effects when there is an increase in
the supply of high skilled workers from what are the externalities effects. Consider an
increase in the supply of high skilled workers in a given county; by the shape of labour
demand for high skilled workers this makes these workers’ wage to decrease. By the
opposite, given the positive cross marginal products across inputs, it makes the demand
for physical capital and low skilled workers to increase and consequently their marginal
returns. These effects clearly create a confounding effect which bias the estimation of
externalities. We extend the Ciccone and Peri (2006) framework, in order to meet the
research question of disentangling the human capital externalities that arise through the
pecuniary and non-pecuniary channels stated above.

3 Data

We use data from the Portuguese plants between 2005 and 2013. To meet the purpose of
this work, we need a databse that comprises information both on the human and physical
capital structure of the firm. Then we merged two databases, Quadros de Pessoal dataset
(a longitudinal data set matching firms and workers, covering the plants with wage
earners in the manufacturing and services private sector in Portugal, gathered yearly
by the Portuguese Ministry of Employment) with the IES (Informação Empresarial
Simplificada), which reports detailed information on the balance sheet of the firms, as
well as additional information on variables like number of employees and value of exports.
The merge of these two databases allows us to follow around 200.000 portuguese firms
during a period of 9 years.

4 Estimation

Two estimation methodologies are followed in order to identify the size and channel of
Human Capital externalities:

4.1 Reduced form approach

Ciconne and Peri (2006) and Moreti (2004) use a reduced form approach to estimate
the externalities of city skill concentration of average city wages and average firm wages,
respectively. For Portugal, Martins and Yin (2011) and Portela et al. (2015) estimate
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the estimate the size of Human Capital Externalities at the firm and worker level. We
build on this literature since we estimate the impact of human capital concentration
at the county level on the firm’s labour and capital returns. The traditional problem
in such approach is a possible endogenous relation between the returns to labour and
capital and some characteristic of the county correlated with the concentration of skills.
An example of this would be that most productive firms select themselves into areas
where the concentration of skills is higher. In order to overcome this problem we follow
an instrumental variables methodology. Several examples of instruments can be found
in the human capital externalities literature; Acemoglu and Angrist (2000) and Ciccone
and Peri (2006) use exogenous changes in mandatory education; Moreti(2004) uses the
openings of large plants in the city; Portela et al (2015) for Portugal use the school-
ing level back in the begging of the 20th century and the existence of higher education
schools. Using data at the firm level, Martins and Yin (2010) use the share of workers
close to the retirement age as an instrument. Based on the the previous literature we
propose to assess the human capital externalities on labour and capital returns using
the following insturments: 1. Percentage of workers who were expected to be enrolled
in school before and after the increases in mandatory education in Portugal; 2. The
share of workers in the city who in the year before were close to the retirement age and
stopped working in the private sector; 3. The average city results in the national exams
of the upper secondary education since 1998.

4.2 Structural formulation

In the reduced estimation we assume a unique source of stochasticity which enters linearly
in the model. To break this assumption we adopt a structural formulation, following
the work by Keane (2009). In this work the author presents a Simulated Maximum
Likelihood approach (SML) applied to a firm’s problem. We build on this model, con-
sidering that the firm’s technology depends on the Human Capital concentration at the
county level. Then we allow for interactions between human capital concentration, and
firm’s workers and physical capital. This way we not just measure the size of Human
Capital externalities, but also identify their source, disentangling what are pecuniary
and non-pecuniary externalities.
The other advantage of a structural approach is that it allows us to measure the im-
pact of certain policies. Mainly we test how changes in Human Capital concentration
generate externalities. Namely we test for two particular shocks on Human Capital: 1.
An increase on job training; 2.An increase on the number of workers who followed a
vocational track path during high school.
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